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Due to its excellent conductivity and catalytic activity toward oxygen reduction, silver has been used as
cathode (or electrocatalyst), current collector, or electrical contact in low-temperature solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFCs). Here we report our findings on the contamination of silver or a silver-containing cathode from the
chromium oxide layer found on a Cr-containing interconnect. Silver wire was attached to a patterned
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 cathode deposited onto a yttrium oxide-stabilized zirconium oxide substrate. The samples
were placed inside a temperature- and atmosphere-controlled sample chamber filled with Cr-containing vapor.
Raman spectra collected in situ from the sample surface revealed the formation of silver chromate, Ag2CrO4,
on the silver surface at temperatures as low as 500 °C. At 625 °C, the Ag2CrO4 was found to have vaporized
and deposited across the LSM surface. In light of this contamination, special attention should be given to the
selection of a metallic interconnect layer for an SOFC system that uses silver or a silver-containing cathode.
Further, the use of in situ Raman spectroscopy as a powerful tool for probing and mapping new phase formation
on electrode surfaces under fuel cell operating conditions is demonstrated.
Introduction
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are an attractive alternative
power generation source due to their higher fuel efficiencies
and cleaner emissions compared to traditional fossil fuel
combustion systems.1 Despite their performance advantages,
SOFCs are not yet commercially viable due to high system costs.
Not the cost of electrode and electrolyte materials per se, but
rather for the interconnect materials and other balance-of-plant
components, which must be exotic ceramics due to stability and
thermal expansion requirements for operating the system at such
high temperatures.2,3Less expensive components, such as stainless steel interconnects, can be used if the SOFC is operated
below 700 °C temperature.4,5 However, the cell performance
decreases rapidly as the operating temperature is reduced
because the conductivity and catalytic activity of the oxide
phases decrease.
Conductivity losses in the electrolyte have been overcome
by choosing different electrolyte materials and/or by making
the electrolyte layer thinner.6-9 With an electrolyte better suited
for lower operating temperatures, the cell performance becomes
limited by the interfacial polarization resistance between the
cathode and the electrolyte.10 To improve cathode performance,
alternative cathode materials are being pursued to increase the
cathode’s catalytic activity toward oxygen reduction within this
“intermediate temperature” range. The guiding strategy for this
goal has been to incorporate mixed ionic/electronic conduction
into the cathode, extending the oxygen reduction reaction beyond
the triple phase boundary (TPB) between the gas, cathode, and
electrolyte phases to include the entire gas/cathode interface.
Single mixed-conducting phases have been studied, including
Ba-, Sr-, and La-based perovskites,11 Ru-based pyrochlores,12,13
and K2NiF4-type oxides.14,15 Alternatively, two-phase cathodes
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have been studied that use a strictly ionic or mixed conducting
oxide phase coupled with a noble metal such as Pd, Pt, or Ag.16
The noble metal phase boosts the electronic conductivity of the
cathode while still providing a surface that is active toward
oxygen reduction. As cost is the driving force to lowering the
SOFC operating temperature, silver is the preferred candidate
among the noble metals. Silver had been previously disregarded
as a cathode material due to its low melting point (962 °C),
making it susceptible to vaporization at the higher operating
temperatures of conventional SOFC systems,17 but it once again
becomes viable in a lower temperature range. So far, the addition
of silver to SOFC cathodes has generated mixed results.
Haanapel, et al., reported that the sintering temperature restrictions imposed by silver lessens the performance of a cell
compared to that of an optimized Ag-free cell.16 Also, Camaratta, et al., observed unstable performances in their Ag- and
bismuth oxide-based cathodes due to silver grain growth under
operating conditions.18 In contrast, many groups have measured
an improved cathode performance with the addition of small
amounts of silver.19-24 In addition, silver is often used as a
current collector (mesh or paste), electrical contact (paste), or
lead wire when measuring the electrochemical performance of
low-temperature SOFC samples.
The previous studies on the addition of silver to the cathode
(or studies that used Ag elsewhere within an SOFC) only
involved single cell tests. Again, one must remember the reason
for the low-temperature SOFC is to reduce system costs,
partially by replacing expensive oxide interconnect layers with
metal ones. Most of these replacement alloys, such as the
stainless steels, contain chromium. The use of stainless steel
has raised concerns because the chromium has been found to
leave the steel through the Cr2O3 surface layer on the steel and
to contaminate some cathode materials.25 For example, phases
such as Cr2O3, SrCrO4 and (Mn/Cr)3O4 have been found within
cathodes operated in contact with various Cr-containing
alloys.26-28 These contaminants slowly degrade cell performance, blocking conduction pathways through the cathode and
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup for the Raman
investigation of interaction between Cr vapor and silver-containing
cathode.

reducing the amount of active cathode surface. Since silver can
react with Cr2O3 to form phases such as Ag2CrO4 and AgCrO2,29
the possibility exists for the contamination of the silver phase
by chromium from a metallic interconnect. The work reported
here explores this possibility by exposing silver and a
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 cathode to Cr-containing vapor between 500 and
700 °C. We used Raman spectroscopy to monitor in situ the
formation of any Ag-Cr phases.
Experimental Methods
The experimental setup for all Raman experiments is shown
in Figure 1. The experiments were carried out in a temperatureand atmosphere-controlled reaction chamber covered with a
quartz window (special order, Harrick Scientific). To generate
Cr-containing vapor, two small pellets of Cr2O3 powder (Aldrich) were affixed, using gold paste, to the side of the sample
cup facing the gas inlet. The inlet air was humidified by directing
it through a bubbler sitting in an oil bath kept at 90 °C. The
inlet and outlet lines to the chamber were wrapped in heating
tape (also maintained at 90 °C) to prevent condensation. The
air was humidified to promote the formation of Cr-containing
vapor phases such as CrOOH and CrO2(OH)2. All Raman
spectra were recorded using a Renishaw RM 1000 Raman
microscope through a 50X objective lens using a 25 mW 514
nm argon ion laser source (Melles Griot). Positioning was
controlled on the micron-scale by a motorized x-y-z stage (Prior
Scientific).
Two sets of experiments were performed to measure the effect
of Cr-containing vapor on a silver-containing SOFC. The first
experiment was designed to confirm the generation of Crcontaining vapor and to confirm a reaction between the vapor
and silver metal. For this, a piece of silver mesh was placed on
top of a pellet of gadolinium oxide-doped cerium oxide (GDC),
a candidate SOFC electrolyte material. The pellet was then
placed upon the sample cup inside the sample chamber. The
GDC pellet acted as a buffer between the silver mesh and the
stainless steel sample cup. We prevented direct contact between
the silver and stainless steel to eliminate the possibility of a
solid state reaction between the oxide layer on the stainless steel
and the wire. Any chromium contamination observed on the
mesh would thus result from reaction with Cr-containing vapor.
The sample was heated at 6 °C/min to 500 °C. The sample
temperature was held every 50 °C to collect Raman spectra from
various locations on the silver surface.
The second type of experiment tested for interactions between
the Cr-containing vapor and an SOFC cathode that contained

Figure 2. (a) Raman spectra from silver mesh exposed to Cr-containing
vapor at different temperatures compared to that of Ag2CrO4 powder.
(b) Optical micrograph of red deposit on silver mesh from which the
room temperature spectrum in (a) after cooling from 500 °C.

silver. The sample was a dense yttrium oxide-stabilized
zirconium oxide (YSZ) pellet onto which a micropatterned
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM) electrode had been deposited using
standard microelectronic fabrication methods.30 The LSM
electrode contained 50 µm-wide LSM strips separated by 50
µm gaps. A platinum current collector composed of 50 µmwide Pt strips had been deposited on top of the LSM, but the
current collector was not utilized in this experiment, as no
current was passed through the cell. To incorporate silver into
the sample, a silver wire was attached to one side of the
patterned LSM electrode using silver paste. The sample, with
silver wire attached, was placed on the sample cup and heated
inside the Raman sample chamber to 625 °C in dry air. Once
at temperature, the dry air was directed through the bubbler to
expose the sample and chromium source to humidified air.
Raman spectra were collected from the silver wire, the LSM
electrode, and the exposed YSZ surface as a function of time
at 625 °C. After three weeks exposure, the sample was cooled
to room temperature and examined using Raman spectroscopy
and SEM/EDS (Hitachi S800).
Results and Discussion
Figure 2a contains typical Raman spectra collected at different
temperatures from the surface of the silver mesh exposed to
Cr-containing humidified air. Raman spectra were collected in
50 °C intervals after 30 min at the desired temperature, with
no anomalous Raman signals detected until the mesh reached
500 °C. At this temperature, a broad peak centered at 820 cm-1
was observed at certain points on the mesh. The sample was
then cooled at approximately 6 °C/min to room temperature so
that the chamber could be opened and the sample surface could
be observed more clearly. Small brownish-red particles, the dark
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particles shown on the Ag surface in Figure 2b, had developed
on the silver surface. The color matches that of silver chromate,
Ag2CrO4.31 The peaks in the Raman spectrum in Figure 2a from
one of the particles also match those of orthorhombic Ag2CrO4
reported by Clark and Dines.32 The reference spectrum shown
in Figure 2a was collected at room temperature from Ag2CrO4
powder purchased from Alfa Aesar. The family of peaks
centered around 810 cm-1 from the room temperature spectra
shift broaden and merge together with increasing temperature,
resulting in the single broad feature observed in the in situ
spectrum collected at 500 °C. This effect was confirmed by
measuring the Raman spectrum of a pressed Ag2CrO4 powder
compact as a function of temperature within the Raman sample
chamber.
Abu-Zied observed the formation Ag2CrO4 at 300 °C when
reacting Cr2O3 and AgNO3 in air through a CrOOH intermediate.29 Our Raman measurements did not detect the presence of
Ag2CrO4 until 500 °C. This discrepancy can be explained by
the higher reactivity of AgNO3, which decomposes at 500 °C,
and by the more intimate contact between the Cr and Ag sources
in Abu-Zied’s experiments. Our experiment relied upon a
gas-solid interaction, and the vapor pressures of chromia and
chromium oxyhydroxides are low below 800 °C.33 Also, during
heating, our sample was only held for 30 min at each
temperature before collecting a Raman spectrum. Longer
exposure times at lower temperatures may result in detection
of Ag2CrO4 formation at these temperatures. As the objective
of this study was to mimic intermediate temperature SOFC
operating conditions, the presence of Ag2CrO4 at 500 °C, the
lower end of intermediate temperature range, is significant.
Instead of a reaction between silver and CrOOH, the authors
believe the silver chromate was formed primarily through a
reaction with CrO2(OH)2:

⁄2O2 + CrO2(OH)2 + 2Ag f Ag2CrO4 + H2 O

1

(1)

This chromium oxyhydroxide species is proposed since it has
the highest partial pressure (in the temperature range studied)
of the expected Cr-O-H compounds formed when Cr2O3 is
exposed to a humidified oxidizing environment.34
If an SOFC stack utilizing stainless steel interconnects were
operated at 500 °C, any exposed silver in the cathode could
have its surface contaminated with Ag2CrO4. Since Ag2CrO4
is conductive at this temperature, its formation does not interfere
significantly with the use of Ag as an electronically conductive
phase in the cathode. What may be impacted is the catalytic
activity of the Ag toward oxygen reduction, which is lowered
as the Ag surface converts to Ag2CrO4. Of greater concern is
the melting point of Ag2CrO4, 658 °C.35 Its melting point is
lower than that of silver, 962 °C, meaning that within normal
SOFC operating temperatures, the Ag2CrO4 could melt or
volatilize. The continual loss of Ag2CrO4 to vaporization would
eventually weaken the contact between the silver phase, the
interconnect, and the other cathode phase. It may also contaminate other parts of the cell through condensation or chemical
reaction.
The effect of the vaporization of Ag2CrO4 was observed in
the experiments involving the micropatterned LSM cathode
samples with attached silver wire. Figure 3 contains Raman
spectra collected in situ at 625 °C from a patterned LSM sample
exposed to Cr-containing vapor. Within 36 h, the signal from
Ag2CrO4 on the silver wire was very intense. The slight shoulder
at 875 cm-1, which was not detected on the Ag wire when
heated without LSM present, was attributed to SrCrO4. At room
temperature, SrCrO4 exhibits two intense Raman peaks at 863

Figure 3. Raman spectra from micropatterned LSM electrodes on YSZ
substrate collected in situ at 625 °C during exposure to Cr vapor. The
LSM spectra were measured on surfaces close to where the Ag wire
was attached to the sample.

and 890 cm-1.36 These two peaks probably broaden and merge
together at higher temperatures (similar to the observed effect
with Ag2CrO4), creating the 875 cm-1 peak seen from our
sample. Within four days exposure, reddish-brown Ag2CrO4
crystals, which we could observe visually on the Ag wire, began
to form on the LSM electrode to which the Ag wire was
attached. The Raman spectrum from the LSM revealed a broad
peak centered at 830 cm-1. We believe the Ag2CrO4 deposited
on the LSM through vaporization and condensation. The shift
in the peak position could result from a defective structure
caused by the deposition of the Ag2CrO4 onto the LSM
perovskite surface.
Further evidence of Ag2CrO4 vaporization is shown in the
optical micrograph in Figure 4a taken at room temperature after
exposure to Cr vapor at 625 °C for 3 weeks. A room temperature
micrograph obtained after cooling is shown here because the
in situ images taken were blurry due to the sample temperature
and to the quartz window between the objective and the sample.
In the image, the silver wire crosses the upper left corner while
the platinum current collector runs across the upper right corner.
The lighter regions are the YSZ substrate. The red Ag2CrO4
phase can be seen visually on the LSM, but not on the YSZ
regions between the LSM strips.
A Raman map of the Ag2CrO4 phase was generated by
collecting a Raman spectrum every 10 µm within the 200 µm
× 280 µm grid detailed in Figure 4a. To create the map shown
in Figure 4b, the integrated peak intensity of the 810 cm-1
Ag2CrO4 peak was calculated from each spectrum and plotted
as a function of position. In the map, a lighter color indicates
a higher peak intensity. The presence of the 810 cm-1 peak
correlates with the presence of the red deposit on the LSM.
The sample was further examined ex situ using SEM. The SEM
image in Figure 5a shows the morphology of the LSM surface.
The corresponding silver EDS map in Figure 5b confirms the
existence of a Ag-containing phase on the electrode surface.
The lack of any appreciable Ag2CrO4 signal on the YSZ
surface eliminates the possibility of a surface diffusion mechanism, as some Ag2CrO4 would have been trapped on the YSZ
during the quenching of the sample to room temperature.
Instead, the Ag2CrO4 vaporized from the Ag wire surface and
deposited preferentially on the LSM. We cannot definitively
explain the affinity between Ag2CrO4 and LSM besides conjecturing that the positive driving force for SrCrO4 formation
(or some mixed Ag2CrO4-SrCrO4 phase) may promote the
adsorption of Ag2CrO4 to the LSM surface. To test this
hypothesis, a similar experiment could be performed with a
cathode material that does not contain a cation species such as
strontium (or manganese) that reacts with chromium.
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Figure 4. (a) Optical micrograph detailing area on patterned LSM
sample to collect Raman map (b) plotting the integrated intensity of
the 810 cm-1 Raman peak. The lighter regions are YSZ, the crosshatched electrode is LSM, and the strip across the upper right corner
is platinum. The Ag wire can be seen in the upper left corner.

The deposition of Ag2CrO4 on LSM is significant since it
eliminates active LSM surface area that could be used for
oxygen reduction. For the sample shown in Figure 4, Ag2CrO4
was detected up to 500 µm away from the silver source after
the 3 weeks of exposure to Cr vapor. For SOFCs with stainless
steel interconnects and cathodes containing a mixture of silver
and another phase, Ag2CrO4 can quickly cover the surrounding
surfaces throughout the entire cathode. Even if a layer of silver
is used in an SOFC stack as a buffer layer between the
interconnect and the cathode (in principle, to help prevent Cr
contamination of the cathode), Ag2CrO4 vapor could still
permeate throughout most of the cathode within 1000 h of
operation, as most cathodes are between 10 and 100 µm thick.
Both sets of experiments detailed here involved chemical
exposure of silver and an SOFC cathode to Cr vapor. While
the temperature and atmospheric conditions of an intermediate
temperature SOFC were duplicated in our sample chamber, the
sample was not polarized electrically to observe electrochemical
exposure. This is a significant point to consider, as the bias
applied across the cell could promote the reduction of the Ag1+
or Cr6+ within Ag2CrO4. Silver chromate has been shown to
reduce in aqueous solutions at room temperature, forming
metallic silver and aqueous chromium oxide species.37,38 The
possibility thus exists that polarizing the cell may stabilize the
metallic silver; however, the chromium could either remain in
the vapor phase or reduce from Cr6+ to Cr3+, forming a Cr2O3
scale on the silver surface. The formation of Cr2O3 is a
possibility, since it is found as a Cr contaminant in SOFC
cathodes that do not contain silver. If instead the chromium
remains as a volatile Cr6+ species, this species could then still
react with other phases in the cathode (e.g., LSM) to form

Figure 5. (a) SEM micrograph showing contaminated LSM surface.
(b) EDS showing presence of silver from area shown in (a). The lighter
areas indicate higher concentrations of Ag.

SrCrO4 or the (Mn/Cr)3O4 spinel. Additional research thus needs
to be done evaluating the stability of the Ag2CrO4 under
polarized conditions. The chemical formation of Ag2CrO4 is
still significant since it forms at such low temperatures that its
presence will be felt before the cell reaches its operating
temperature and a current is applied. Further, the formation of
other Cr phases would only replace or add to the contamination
caused by Ag2CrO4.
Conclusions
In this study, we used in situ Raman spectroscopy to monitor
the contamination of a silver-containing SOFC cathode by
volatile chromium species. Silver chromate, Ag2CrO4, was
formed on the surface of silver wire exposed to Cr-containing
vapor at temperatures as low as 500 °C. By 625 °C, the Ag2CrO4
was already vaporizing and depositing on the surface of an LSM
electrode. The volatility of Ag2CrO4 under the operating
conditions of an intermediate temperature SOFC would weaken
the electrical contact between the silver and the rest of the cell,
as well as reduce the catalytic activity of the cathode by covering
its surface. In light of these effects, one should avoid using silver
within an SOFC cathode in contact with an interconnect layer
that forms a Cr2O3 layer on its surface, as with most stainless
steels. The use of silver in a low-temperature SOFC must be in
conjunction with an interconnect material that does not form a
Cr2O3 surface layer. Alternatively, the volatility of the chromium
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could be inhibited by applying a thin film to the interconnect
of a conductive material that does not react with chromium (or
silver). Further research is still needed to test the electrochemical
stability of Ag2CrO4 under fuel cell operating conditions, as it
may reduce when a current is running through the cell. The
experimental setup described in this work is capable of making
in situ measurements while applying a potential across the
sample. Of more general interest is how readily Raman
microspectroscopy can be used to monitor the formation of new
phases on a solid surface under in situ conditions. Not only
can the phases be identified, but also their presence can be
mapped as a function of time and position, making Raman
spectroscopy an excellent in situ characterization method for
catalysts and electrocatalysts.
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